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UP UNTIL about three decades ago, archaeological inquiries intoCyprus’ (Fig. 1) two-century-long and eventful relationship with theAchaemenid empire (c. 545-c. 330 BC)1 were focused almost exclusively ona scattering of important archaeological findings that were seen to echothe narrow focus of our texts on the political and martial aspects of Cypro-Persian encounters. A Cypro-Syllabic inscription on a bronze tablet, re-portedly found in the Western Acropolis of Idalion before 1850, offeredtestimony about an otherwise unattested siege of that important inlandCypriot city by ‘Medes’ (i.e., Persians) and by troops from Kition, themain Phoenician center on the island.2 The substantial remains of a siegemound excavated by the Northeast Gate of Palaipaphos in the 1950s and1960s illustrated a second, well-known instance of armed conflict involvingthe Persians. Dated on the basis of ceramic evidence to c. 500, the siegeramp and associated traces of counter siege operations spontaneously lentthemselves to an interpretation as relics of the siege of this city by Persiantroops at the time of the Cypriot uprising of the 490s.3 In turn, the remainsof two important edifices, one excavated at Vouni between 1928 and 1939and the other at Palaipaphos in 1952-1953, presumably reflected the polit-ical repercussions of the revolt. The extensive remains of the impressive, fortified palace on the hilltop ofVouni on the northwestern coast of the island (Fig. 2) were dated by the ex-cavator, Einar Gjerstad, on ceramic evidence between c. 500 and c. 380 BC.4
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Fig. 1Map of Cyprus. 



The complex —erected on a naturally defensible location overlooking thecapital city of the kingdom of Soloi and lacking any traces of destructionin its earlier phases that could be connected with the protracted Persiansiege and capture of Soloi in the 490s (Hdt. 5.113.2)— was interpreted byGjerstad as a strategic control point, built after the Cypriot Revolt by pup-pet kings of the Persians from the neighboring coastal city of Marion in or-der to safeguard a sensitive area of the island.5
In the case of the building on the Hadji Abdullah plateau at Palaipa-phos, it was not possible to establish a close chronological correlation withthe Cypriot Revolt, since the bulding’s construction is only approximatelydatable by the associated pottery to the Cypro-Archaic II period (600-475BC).6 However, the building’s fine, drafted ashlar masonry and ‘manysmall rooms and narrow corridors arranged on symmetrical axes’ wereseen to echo Achaemenid stonework and the plans of Persepolitan struc-tures.7 As such they also seemed to allow —especially in the light of evi-dence (supplied by the adjacent siege mound) for the Paphians’ fierce re-sistance against the Persians— a perception of the structure as a Perserbauor a ‘Persian commander’s residence’ or ‘headquarter of a Persian garri-son’ erected in the wake of the revolt.8
Starting in the 1980s, a growing interest in the investigation of the ma-terial culture of the Persian period in the territories of the Achaemenidempire at large also led to more detailed scrutiny of the Cypriot archaeo-logical evidence. Today the earlier interpretations of the buildings atVouni and Palaipaphos as imperial administrative and/or military controlpoints —and with them the notions of a permanent Persian presence onand rigorous control of the island— have lost much of their earlier ap-
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Fig. 2The ‘palace’ at Vouni,viewed from the east.(Courtesy of the Director, Cyprus Department of Antiquities.)



peal.9 The results of more recent inquiries have still provided us with ad-ditional insights into the potential of the Cypriot archaeological record tobroaden our perspective on Cyprus’ cultural interconnections with theAchaemenid world. This presentation considers briefly some of the rele-vant instances and the issues they raise.
Outside the putative close affinities of the Palaipaphos building with Achae-menid architecture, earlier recognized traces of Persian impact on Cypriotmaterial culture used to be confined to a limited range of items. A hellenizeddouble-bull-protome capital, possibly of Hellenistic date, offered the mostconspicuous (though relatively late) manifestation of Cypriot Salamis’ expo-sure to the Achaemenid world.10 At the monumental complex of Vouni,whose architecture displayed no obvious Achaemenid style elements,11 allu-sions to the imperial environment derived from four darics and a handful ofprecious vessels and bracelets with calf’s heads finial, all of which formed apart of the Vouni Treasure.12 Precious metal bowls and bracelets with finialsin the form of heads of animals were popular in the Near East and the east-ern Mediterranean before the Achaemenid period. The profiles of two of theVouni silver bowls (Fig. 3) are specifically associated, however, with the Per-sian period and Achaemenid tastes, being attested among other instances inAchaemenid pottery from Pasargadae and on the Persepolitan Apadana re-liefs, where they are repeatedly encountered on bowls (almost certainly ofprecious metal) brought by different foreign delegations as gifts or tribute tothe Great King.13 The ãmega shape of some of the Vouni bracelets is alsocharacteristic of variations of such popular jewelry favored by the Persians;14
and much the closest parallels for the modeling of the calf’s heads finials areprovided by the two similarly ãmega-shaped bracelets that formed a part ofthe treasure excavated by David Stronach at Pasargadae in 1963, some thir-ty-five years after the discoveries at Vouni.15 Finally, terracotta figurines, de-posited piously as offerings in Cypriot sanctuaries, showed Iranian attire.16
Though in general these figures are rendered in a summary way, there are anumber of instances when the modeling or color suggests that they worehoods with flaps and long trousers (anaxyrides).17 Examples of such figurinesfrom the Temple of Apollo Hylates at Kourion, studied by John Howard andSuzanne Halstead Young in the 1950s, were dated to the period before 490BC; and the introduction of the iconographic type was linked to the estab-lishment of Persian rule on the island.18

To date the volume of the relevant materials from Cyprus is still rela-tively limited.19 Over the past three decades, however, studies by ThierryPetit,20 Christopher Tuplin21 and others demonstrated that the materials
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Fig. 3.Silver bowls from the VouniTreasure. Fifth/fourthcentury BC. CyprusMuseum. Left: D. 9.6 cm;right: D. 14.2 cm.(Courtesy of the Director, Cyprus Department of Antiquities.)



for the study of Cypriot contacts with the Achaemenid world can be de-rived from an additional number and variety of archaeological artifacts. The circulation of Achaemenid coins in Cyprus is now attested by atleast one small hoard of six darics discovered in the sea by the village ofKiti on the southeastern coast of the island in 1978 (Fig. 4).22 The Achaeme-nid profiles of the Vouni bowls can be seen to represent a larger group ofAchaemenid shapes of drinking vessels attested on the island in metal, ce-ramic, and in one instance in stone.23 The examples of Achaemenid orAchaemenid style jewelry have also been increasing, and testimony abouttheir appeal to the local aristocracy is offered by the torque and earring ofthe bust that served as the reverse device of the gold numismatic issues ofthe last Salaminian rulers.24
While figures with Iranian trousers and hoods had been known earlier, achance discovery in the storerooms of the Cyprus Museum in 1987 revealeda still closer familiarity of Cypriot artists with the details of Iranian garb. Acomplete set of Iranian clothes, characterized by a hood with lappets,trousered costume, and a coat with sleeves (the kandys) was found to befeatured on a hitherto unpublished limestone statuette, which is reported tohave been found on Cyprus and which possibly also depicts (albeit in veryrudimentary fashion) two further familiar details of Iranian appearance:namely, an akinakis and a torque (Fig. 5).25 The production of this icono-graphic type in Cyprus is now attested by at least two further examples instone: one elaborately executed limestone life-size headless statue excavat-ed in Pyla to the west of Kition in the late nineteenth century (Fig. 6), and avotive limestone statuette from Kourion now in the Metropolitan Museumof Art in New York.26 As Mitford has pointed out, the plinth of the latterstatuette bears a dedicatory inscription in the Cypriot syllabic script charac-teristic of the coastal area of Kourion during the fourth century BC, whichprovides a terminus ante quem for the execution of the statuette.27
Terracotta and stone statues and statuettes of individuals in the Iran-ian attire as well as precious metalware and jewelry of Achaemenid shapescontinue to provide, as before, the most ‘visible’ leads to Cyprus’ connec-
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Fig. 4The Kiti hoard of darics.Cyprus Museum Kiti1978/XII-19/3-8.(Courtesy of the Director, Cyprus Department of Antiquities.)



tions with the imperial environment. Awareness is increasing, however,that the spectrum of the archaeological evidence for Cypro-Persian inter-actions, is not determined solely by the number of occurrences of ‘pure’Achaemenid types and forms. The variety of such less conspicuous ex-pressions of contacts began long ago to be exposed in the cases of gems. Achaemenid style seals are so far represented on the island by a singleexample. This is a still unpublished cylinder seal, discovered during the ex-cavations of a late Archaic rural sanctuary at the site of Peristeres in ancientMarion by the Princeton Cyprus Expedition under the direction of WilliamA. P. Childs. On a photograph of a modern impression of the seal kindly pro-vided by Expedition member, Joanna S. Smith, who will publish the object,the cylindrical sealing surface bearing the device appears to be extremelyworn. On close inspection it is still possible to discern, however, the heraldicmotif of an individual clad in the long, ceremonial ‘Persian’ robe and strug-gling with two ‘standing’ animals, probably lions,28 a motif widely attested onseals and sealings coming from the heartland of the empire as well as thewestern provinces, sometimes from Achaemenid administrative contexts.29
The find from Marion is the only example of an Achaemenid stylecylinder seal known so far from Cyprus. And to my knowledge, there isonly one other postulated instance of the representation of Persian figureson a gem from Cyprus, namely, on a pear-shaped pendant of pink chal-cedony, now in London.30 Relations with the Achaemenid world may be,however, echoed (as suggested by earlier scholars) by a small number ofother seals — most of which, admittedly, are far from as well provenancedas one would like and which represent different shapes, styles, and icono-graphic traditions that are at once alien to the local Cypriot repertory andwidely distributed in the Achaemenid realm.31
One group evidencing Near Eastern influence are at least seven Neo-Babylonian style pyramidal or conical chalcedony seals which bear ontheir flat, sealing surfaces the more or less standardized devices of one ortwo priests or worshippers depicted in profile before an altar and/or reli-gious symbols (Fig. 7).32 In one case, Cypriot use is implied by a Cypro-Syl-
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Fig. 5Limestone male statuettewith kandys. CyprusMuseum 1968/V-30/684.H. 0.65 m.(Courtesy of the Director, Cyprus Department of Antiquities.)
Fig. 6Limestone male figurewearing a coat with sleeves.Bequest of John Ringling,1936. Collection of the Johnand Mable RinglingMuseum of Art SN28.1928.Dated in the Museum’srecords to the Hellenisticperiod, 325-250 BC.H. 1.25m. (CopyrightCollection of the John andMable Ringling Museum ofArt the State Art Museumof Florida.)



labic inscription rendering the proper name ·ωσικρÛlï(ν)τïς.33 VassosKarageorghis34 first drew attention to the presence of a number of exam-ples of seals of this type in Cyprus; they were later drawn into discussionsof Cypro-Persian contacts by Petit35 and Tuplin.36 As their name indicates,such seals were initially at home in Mesopotamia at the height of the Neo-Babylonian period in the seventh and sixth centuries BC. Discussing themin the present context may seem an anachronism. However, these werenonetheless used both within and outside Babylonia during the Persianperiod and, as shown not least by excavated specimens from Cyprus (Pa-phos, Amathous and Larnaca-Turabi Teke, respectively),37 they occur inarchaeological assemblages as late as the Roman period. Their use in anAchaemenid imperial administrative context, long attested in Babylonia38
and Persepolis,39 is also documented at the Achaemenid satrapal center ofDaskyleion in Hellespontine Phrygia.40 The moment when Neo-Babylon-ian style seals were introduced to Cyprus cannot be identified precisely.The majority of the specimens reported as coming from the island wereobtained in the antiquities market, and three of the four pieces comingfrom controlled excavations were found in burials of the Hellenistic andRoman periods.41 On the whole, however, the lack of evidence for closecontacts between Cyprus and the Neo-Babylonian state during the sev-enth and earlier sixth centuries and the use of such seals in the ensuingPersian era (notably in an imperial administrative environment) supportspeculation that hardstone Neo-Babylonian style seals were introduced tothe island in the latter era.Other seals that have been more or less securely associated with Cyprusrepresent different expressions of a widespread phenomenon of hybridiza-tion that was characteristic of seal production in the territories of theAchaemenid empire.42 Aside from Achaemenid cylinder seals per se, thetraditional Assyro-Babylonian cylinder seals in use during the Achaemenidperiod were enriched with Iranian sacred symbols or with characteristicPersian figures and activities.43 During the same period, the pyramidal typeof seal, also at home in Mesopotamia before the Achaemenid period, be-came widespread throughout the empire, with a breakdown of the tradi-tional motifs in favor of a mixture of styles.44 Various examples in the cor-pus of such seals put together in two complementary publications by JohnBoardman feature devices in Achaemenid style, motifs of Achaemenid orother Near Eastern origin rendered in different local styles, or motifs ofGreek origin rendered in Greek style, the whole displaying inscriptions in
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Fig. 7Neo-Babylonian stylepyramidal stamp seal fromLarnaka and modernimpression. LarnakaMuseum E 3. L. 2 cm.(Courtesy of the Director, Cyprus Department of Antiquities.)



a variety of languages.45 It was also during the same period that motifs al-luding to an Achaemenid environment made their appearance on scarabs,scaraboids, and rings — types of seals that were traditionally favored bythe inhabitants of Syro-Palestine and the Greek districts.46
In the case of Cyprus, devices alluding to Achaemenid art and also ren-dered in Achaemenid style are depicted on a conoid stamp seal from theAshmolean47 and on a gem (perhaps a cut scaraboid, acording to Board-man) once in the Southesk Collection48 which have been reported to havebeen ‘bought’ and to ‘come’ from Cyprus, respectively (Fig. 8a-b).With reference to the two seals now in Péronne and in Boston, the tra-ditional Neo-Babylonian scene of worship on Mesopotamian pyramidalstamps has been replaced, in the former instance, by a motif of a griffin at-tacking a stag and, in the latter instance, by a mythological episode thatfeatures Herakles and the Gorgon (as Mistress of Animals) holding two li-ons (Fig. 8c-d).49 Both of these devices are executed in Greek style; and it isonly the pyramidal shape of the seals, which had become canonical in theempire, that serves to allude to the Achaemenid world. The use of the Pé-ronne stamp in a Cypriot context is indicated by a Cypro-Syllabic inscrip-tion (rendering the genitive of the proper name \AκεστïδÀµω),50 which toall appearances was added after the motif was carved. In the case of thepyramidal stamp in Boston, the gem’s Cypriot provenance postulated byBoardman would appear to be justified by an attested predilection ofCypriot seal engravers for ‘mythological stories with a strong narrativecontent’.51
Possible Cypriot connections have been tentatively suggested, amongothers, in the case of the gold ring depicting a sow, which is of unknownprovenance and is now in the Borowski Collection;52 in the cases of threemore pieces (a scaraboid, a scarab, and a gold ring, each featuring a lion ora boar motif) excavated at Sardis in the early twentieth century (Fig. 8e-g);53

and in the case of another scaraboid depicting a sow in the Hindley Col-lection in Toronto.54 Boardman characterizes them as seals ‘of Greek styleswith devices..., all of probable Anatolian (or Greek Cypriot) origin’.55 Thereference to a possible Greek Cypriot origin underlines the uncertaintiesthat stand in the way of modern attempts to estimate the role of the Cypri-ots in contemporary developments in seal production and use.56
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Fig. 8 a-gDrawings of sealimpressions.a. Impression of a greenjasper conoid stamp sealwith winged and hornedlion. Ashmolean 1891.654.1.6 x 1.8 cm. (AfterBuchanan and Moorey 1988:pl. XVIII, no. 567.)b. Impression of a greenjasper conoid stamp seal (orcut scaraboid) with Bes-sphinx. Ex SoutheskCollection. L. 1.7 cm. (AfterCarnegie 1908: vol. I, pl.16.O.19.)c. Impression of a bluechalcedony pyramidal stampseal with griffin and stag.Museum of Péronne. L. 1.9cm. (After Reyes 2001: 165,fig. 435.)d. Impression of a bluechalcedony pyramidal stampseal with Herakles andGorgon. Boston Museum of Fine Arts 95.80. L. 1.9 cm.(After Boardman 1970a:pl. 846.)e. Impression of a haematitescaraboid with crouchinglion from Sardis. ‹stanbulArchaeological Museum4639. L. 1.7 cm. (AfterDusinberre 2003: 267, fig. 79[reversed].)f. Impression of a carnelianscarab with boar fromSardis. ‹stanbulArchaeological Museum4632. L. 1.3 cm. (AfterDusinberre: 2003: 267, fig. 78[reversed].)g. Impression of a gold sealring with walking lion fromSardis. ‹stanbulArchaeological Museum4636. L. 1.6 cm. (AfterDusinberre 2003: 265, fig. 73[reversed].)Drawings: AnnaGhamaryan.
a. b. c.

d. e. f. g.



The small number of ‘hybrid’ seals associated so far with the islandmight point to the conclusion that ‘there were no customers for such cul-tural hybrids’ in Cyprus’.57 The potential for hybridization, however, whichis to be a priori expected on the margins of an empire, was evidently in-herent in the cosmopolitan Cypriot environment.58 Glimpses into the var-ied manifestations of fusion of elements that were at home in Persianiconography and architectural expressions in Cypriot creations are offered,for instance, by Persian period representations of the characteristicallyCypriot sculptural type of ‘temple-boys’ wearing hoods with lappets59 andby the combination of the Achaemenid-inspired double-bull-protome witha Greek style Caryatid on the capital from Salamis.60 Evidence for artisticinteraction is also detected in stylistic aspects of Cypriot works. Franz-Georg Maier, for instance, has long pointed out the synthesis of Egyptian,Assyrian, and Achaemenid symbols of power and religious authority —acombination of elements that can be traced to no single tradition— in theiconography of the so-called head of a Paphian priest-king excavated fromthe debris of the Palaipaphos siege mound.61 Assyrian and Achaemenid in-fluence has been specifically proposed with reference to ‘the very elabo-rate, carefully executed beard’ of the represented figure.62
The Achaemenid stylistic affinities of this work also emerge fromGlenn Markoe’s subsequent study of another locally made limestone headof a bearded male votary from Lefkoniko, a village near Salamis (Fig. 9). Inkeeping with general trends in Cypro-Archaic sculpture, the head shows,as Markoe’s detailed analysis indicates, influence from both the Greek andthe Near Eastern artistic traditions. The influence of sixth-century EastGreek art is perceptible in particular in the disposition of the mouth andthe supple modeling of the face. Near Eastern influence is represented, inturn, by the figure’s conical headgear, its ‘large, almond-shaped eyes and“feathered” eyebrows’ (which ‘are typically Syrian in form and styliza-tion’)63 as well as by the general treatment of the figure’s hair and beard,
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Fig. 9Limestone head of a malevotary from Lefkoniko. c. 515-500 BC. CyprusMuseum 1940/XI-4/1.H. 0.58 m.(Courtesy of the Director, Cyprus Department of Antiquities.)
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which point to an even broader, ‘longstanding Near Eastern stylistic tradi-tion prevalent in the North Syrian and Assyrian mainland throughout thefirst half of the first millennium BC.’64 The general conformity to thebroader, traditional Near Eastern artistic idiom notwithstanding, certaindetails in the execution of the latter features betray, as Markoe argued, in-debtedness to stylistic developments that were particular to Achaemenidart and datable as early as the BNsotÕn relief of Darius I (c. 520-518 BC).65
One such development was the depiction of the beard and rear hair bunchas composed entirely of snail curls, whereas they were commonly renderedby means of alternating registers of vertical strands of hair and rows ofcurls in earlier Neo-Assyrian art. These stylizations, moreover, which wereto attain considerable currency in Cypriot sculpture,66 may well have beentransmitted to Cyprus not too long after their evolution in Persian art. Aterminus ante quem for their appearance in Cyprus is provided —with asmuch certainty as the dating of the Cypriot Revolt and the Palaipaphossiege mound to c. 500 would allow— from their occurrence in the model-ing of the head of the Paphian priest king. The fine state of preservation ofthe latter work which is believed to have been placed originally, like therest of the complete and fragmentary sculpture and inscribed stones re-covered from the mound, in a nearby open sanctuary, would allow theplacing of its production to ‘sometime in the closing decade of the sixthcentury or slightly before, i.e., c. 515-500 BC’.67 According to Markoe the‘flatter, two-dimensional treatment’ of the forehead curls of the Lefkonikohead, which is ‘more akin to the style worn by the two attendants on theBNsotÕn relief’, might point to a still more rapid transmission of these styl-istic developments in Achaemenid sculpture to Cyprus.68

The foregoing examples do not exhaust the range of Cypriot artifacts thathave been associated with Cypro-Persian encounters.69 And it is at least afact that references to Persia remain a relative rarity in the Cypriot ar-chaeological landscape, where the majority of outside influences appear tocome from Greece, Egypt, and Phoenicia. Even this limited sample, how-ever, which alludes to affinities with the imperial cultural environment, of-fers useful vistas onto the varied interconnections between Achaemenidand local traditions and practices — and raises questions about Cypriot re-ceptivity to imperial tastes and the luxuries of the Achaemenid court.The iconographic type of individuals in Iranian costume (often depict-ed as riders) became more or less ubiquitous in the arts of the easternMediterranean during the Persian period.70 The limestone and terracottastatues and statuettes depicting figures in Iranian attire found on the is-land were still certainly produced in local Cypriot workshops. They thusrepresent a Cypriot component to a widespread koini of representationsof such figures in the Persian era. Are they, however, representations ofCypriots who had adopted the sartorial habits of the imperial elite? Or isit possible that their production aimed to satisfy (at least at given mo-ments) the particular preferences of an Iranian clientele established onthe island? Could their offering in Cypriot sanctuaries supply indicationsfor syncretism between Cypriot and Persian divinities and cults for whichother evidence is not available?71
Emulation of Persian tastes by the local elites —a widely attested phe-nomenon throughout the Persian realm— can explain, at least in part, thepresence locally of Achaemenid types of precious metalware and jewelry
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as well as the evident preference for Achaemenid style jewelry for theadornment of the bust which appears on the reverse of gold fourth-centu-ry Salaminian numismatic issues. Simultaneously, however, since preciousmetals received by the Achaemenids from their subjects as tribute werelikely regularly in the form of finished objects,72 these same items mightoffer insights into the workings of Achaemenid tributary realities as wellas to Cypriot contributions to the production of ‘Achaemenid’ metalwork.Considering the Cypriots’ easy access to precious metal supplies and theirdistinguished tradition in metalworking since prehistoric times, tributarydemands in the form of precious items would have been especially appo-site in the case of Cyprus.73 Such demands, which imply a local productionof ‘Achaemenid’ precious metalware, could further support DyfriWilliams’ recent suggestion that the two ãmega shaped bracelets withcalves’ heads finials in the Pasargadae Treasure, which are stylisticallyakin to the Vouni examples, could have been manufactured on the islandof Cyprus.74
From the Achaemenid cylinder seal excavated at Marion and the handfulof Neo-Babylonian and hybrid seals of types that were current in the empireand also associated with Cyprus, one could hardly infer a transfer to theisland of Achaemenid bureaucratic functions.75 However, such seals, whoseplaces of production and whose users remain unknown, continue to posequestions about the Cypriots’ exposure to trends in seal production currentin the Achaemenid world — especially in view of the prominent tradition ofseal cutting in archaic and classical Cyprus.The Achaemenid stylizations detected in Cypriot sculpture are no lessintriguing. The iconographic type, for instance, of the ‘Persian man’ waswidely common in the arts of the eastern Mediterranean; and Cypriotrepresentations of individuals in the Iranian garb could be more directlyinspired from first-hand observation of the essentials of Persian appearanceat, say, those moments of known Persian military expeditions to the island.Models for the local production and adaptation of Achaemenid shapes intableware and jewelry would have been just as readily available to Cypriotcraftsmen, since Achaemenid metalware circulated widely and, as suggestedabove, was possibly produced on the island on Persian demand (and,logically, to Persian specifications). Whether or not the range of Achaemenidor Achaemenid-inspired artifacts in circulation in the empire’s westernprovinces could also be responsible for the seemingly rapid transmission ofcharacteristic stylistic features of Achaemenid monumental sculpture toCyprus is more difficult to answer.76
Although so far unattested on Cyprus, Achaemenid sculptural workswere not exclusively on view in homeland Iranian settings. In particular, atleast the copies of the BNsotÕn relief of Darius, which were sent to theprovinces in the early 510s,77 and the same ruler’s statue from Susacommissioned in Egypt78 would make it difficult to preclude thatAchaemenid sculptural models were accessible to Cypriot sculptors in thelate sixth century when Achaemenid stylistic elements make theirappearance in local sculpture.79 The active involvement of Greek craftsmenin the early Persian rulers’ building and sculptural programs in Iran and theroughly contemporary introduction of snail curls in both Greek and Cypriotart80 might also imply a path of transmission of Achaemenid stylizations tothe island through, say, Ionian art, whose dialogue with Cypriot sculpture iswell attested. Cyprus’ voluminous sculptural production through the Archaic
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period leaves open, however, yet a third possibility. That is, the possibility ofa direct exposure of Cypriot craftsmen to Achaemenid monumental art.References to Cypriots remain difficult to ascertain among the hosts offoreign craftsmen whose skills were employed, according to Achaemenidinscriptions, in the construction and decoration of Persian palaces in Iran.81
Nonetheless, at a time of flourishing Cypriot sculptural activity, which hasleft numerous traces both on the island and abroad, Cypriot sculptors maywell have been a sought-after resource by imperial rulers embarking onambitious projects of palace construction.Future finds and specialist studies may enable us to place in clearerperspective the stylistic affinities between Cypriot and Achaemenidsculpture. At least on present evidence, however, the material culture ofCyprus, on the far western fringe of the Persian empire, might not offermerely distant, indirect echoes of artistic developments in the Persianheartland. At least Cypriot competence in the domain of sculpture couldimply that Cypriot craftsmen, who adopted Achaemenid elements in theirown creations, may have also literally had a hand, as active participants inthe multicultural creative processes that led to the formation of Achaemenidart, in bringing such elements into physical existence.
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47 Buchanan and Moorey 1988: 82, no. 567, pl.XVIII.
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57 Tuplin 1996: 48. 
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62 Maier 1989b: 379.
63 Cyprus Museum 1940/XI-4/1. Markoe 1987:121 with n. 19.
64 Markoe 1987: 120 with n. 9.
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67 Markoe 1987: 121.
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